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Drawing on the voices of students, parents and teachers from a secondary school located 
in a regional area of Australia in a township characterised by its high welfare dependency 
and Indigenous population, this article explores the tensions between how marginalised 
students see themselves and how they are seen by their peers, teachers and fellow 
community members, with reference to Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. The article moves 
towards a theorisation of a reproductive habitus (those who recognise the constraint of 
social conditions and conditionings and tend to read the future that fits them) and a 
transformative habitus (those who recognise the capacity for improvisation and tend to 
generate opportunities for action in the social field). While some teachers appear to be 
attempting a transformation of students, the article concludes that instead, teachers should 
value and give voice to who students are, as they identify themselves. They should be 
more concerned to transform schooling; to provide educational opportunities that transform 
the life experiences of and open up opportunities for all young people, especially those 









Located in a rural area of Australia and yet within commuting distance from a larger 
regional city, the small secondary school (of 200 students) upon which this article focuses 
is situated within a community with a strong history of mining. After a century of activity, 
the mine closed just over a decade ago. Reputed to have been the richest mine of its type 
in the world, its success extended far beyond the community, with its wealth stimulating 
the growth of nearby regional towns. Having provided work for tens of thousands over its 
lifetime, the economy of the town had become dependent upon the continuance of mining. 
Since the mine’s closure, the community has experienced considerable economic 
depression and a high proportion of its residents are now welfare dependent. The town is 
also characterised by its large Indigenous population and as a place of relocation for many 
uprooted and transient people, attracted – among other things – by the inexpensive 
housing available in the area. 
 
This article draws on 23 semi-structured individual interviews with teachers, parents and 
students (although not all are directly quoted) and asks: how do marginalised students in 
this school see themselves? How do their peers, teachers and fellow community members 
see them? What do they want them to become? What do they expect them to become? In 
particular, the article addresses the tensions in these issues with specific reference to 
Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. It is a purposive rather than a random sample; a mixture of 
teachers, parents and students differentiated by such attributes as gender, age, ethnicity, 
socio-economic status (SES), involvement in schooling, and levels of academic 
achievement. Differentiation between participants’ comments is indicated by their position 
in the field (teacher, parent, student) and by number (for example, Teacher # 17).  
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Habitus, as Bourdieu uses the term, characterises the recurring patterns of class outlook – 
the beliefs, values, conduct, speech, dress and manners – which are inculcated by 
everyday experiences within the family, the peer group and the school. Implying habit, or 
unthinking-ness in actions, the habitus operates below the level of calculation and 
consciousness, underlying and conditioning and orienting practices by providing 
individuals with a sense of how to act and respond in the course of their daily lives ‘without 
consciously obeying rules explicitly posed as such’ (Bourdieu, 1990a, p. 76).  
 
Cognisant of these dual imperatives of the habitus, I propose that the way students see 
themselves and the way they are seen by their peers, teachers and fellow community 
members, fall largely into two categories: those with a reproductive habitus, who recognise 
the constraint of social conditions and conditionings and tend to read the future that fits 
them; and those with a transformative habitus, who recognise the capacity for 
improvisation and tend to look for opportunities for action in the social field. While in this 
article the reproductive and transformative habitus have been considered separately for 
analytical purposes, I understand them as dialectically related; they are potentials within 
each agent. I consider each habitus in turn.   
 
THE REPRODUCTIVE HABITUS 
In providing individuals with a sense of how to act in the course of their daily lives, the 
habitus disposes actors to do certain things, orienting their actions and inclinations, without 
strictly determining them. This sense of what is appropriate and what is not means that 
certain ways of behaving seem altogether natural. In this article I articulate two broad 
senses of how to act, evident in the habitus of students in the case school. Specifically, I 
note that the ways of behaving that seem natural to someone with a reproductive habitus 
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include (i) feeling the burden of their circumstances and (ii) reading the future that fits 
them.  
 
Feeling the burden of their circumstances 
While some students in the case school face issues of poverty and homelessness on a 
day-to-day basis, many more feel the burden of their circumstances in the way the town 
and its people are perceived by others. This seems to influence how several of the town’s 
inhabitants view themselves, impacting upon their self-esteem and future ambitions. One 
teacher with whom I spoke, for example, believed that ‘the kids feel that they're not as 
good as the people who come from the city’ (Teacher # 17). 
 
Many spoke of the constant uphill battle to improve the image of the town, which is 
perceived as a place ‘where everyone [has] three eyes and people have scars where the 
extra head used to be’ (Teacher # 20). As one teacher pointed out, ‘they have very low 
self-esteem, these kids’ (Teacher # 19). In fact, ‘you’ll find that a lot of kids when they go to 
[the city], they don’t want anyone to know that they’re from [here]. They’re … ashamed … 
to be seen in a school T-shirt’ (Parent # 19). Moreover, ‘they get picked on in sport, picked 
on if they go away for different excursions’ (Parent # 19). 
 
The high unemployment rate and dependency on government welfare payments in the 
community also contributes to students feeling the burden of their circumstances. As one 
parent pointed out: 
 
There’s not [many] job opportunities here when they leave [school]. Already you know 
[some of them are] just going to sit at home … on [unemployment benefits] … And 
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there’s always, ‘Why should we go to school? It’s not going to get us anything.’ 
(Parent # 22) 
 
Teachers also noticed this attitude, where ‘sometimes the kids can’t be bothered to do 
anything so that’s why they don’t do well. They haven’t got the motivation to try’ (Teacher # 
19). Another teacher spoke of two students who were in her class in the previous year: 
 
[They] dropped out [of school] … and I would see them walking around the streets … 
drunk or sniffing glue at 11 o’clock in the morning, doing absolutely nothing with their 
lives … I guess … they couldn’t see any end in sight. (Teacher # 22) 
 
A reproductive habitus in some, then, induces an atmosphere of hopelessness. Their 
poverty ‘imposes itself on them with a necessity so total that it allows them no glimpse of a 
reasonable exit’ (Bourdieu, 1979, p. 61). Like the lads in Willis’ ethnographic study of 
working-class boys in an industrial area of England in the 1970s, students with a 
reproductive habitus ‘understand schools as out of touch with their lived experiences and 
irrelevant to their future lives’ (Nolan & Anyon, 2004, p. 144). Moreover, they ‘reject school 
culture because they see through the myth of meritocracy. They know that, as members of 
the working class, there is little chance that they will enter the middle class’ (Nolan & 
Anyon, 2004, p. 139). In this way, they play an active role in their own class reproduction, 
even as they engage in resistant practices.  
 
The lack of employment opportunities in their community, coupled with the fact that many 
generations within the town have been dependent on government welfare, could play an 
important role in shaping a reproductive habitus: 
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There are kids here who are second, third or even fourth, fifth generation unemployed 
… and they don’t see a lot of activity around the place … there's not a lot of 
inspiration. They can't look out the window and see something going on like you can 
[in the city] … So there's nothing here for them to say, ‘That’s where I’d like to work’. 
(Teacher # 18) 
 
These people feel constrained by their circumstances; a feeling or disposition that seems 
to reproduce these constraints. Indeed, they appear largely incapable of perceiving social 
reality, in all of its arbitrariness, as anything other than ‘the way things are’ (Jenkins, 2002). 
Lapsing into apathy or despair, they take themselves and their social world for granted. As 
Wilson (1987, p. 57) points out, in a community such as this one ‘with the overwhelming 
majority of families having spells of long-term joblessness’ we find that ‘other alternatives 
such as welfare … are not only increasingly relied on, they come to be seen as a way of 
life’ (Wilson, 1987, p. 57). Noel Pearson (in Grasswill, 2002) has made similar comments 
about the attitudes of many of his Indigenous community, who he claims have been kept in 
dependency by often well-meaning welfare schemes. Indeed, Giddens (1994) argues that 
welfare measures may create ‘exclusionary ghettos’ where ‘what seem to be economic 
benefits serve actually to fix an individual in a social position or status from which it is 
difficult to escape’ (Giddens, 1994, p. 185). 
 
Moreover, linked processes of self-limitation and self-censorship mean that often, ‘too 
conscious of their destiny and too unconscious of the ways in which it is brought about’ 
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1979, pp. 71-72), the dominated become consenting victims to 
bleak futures. As one teacher noted: 
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Even kids who are being bashed by parents … would protect their parents because 
they don’t have anywhere else to go. They're not old enough to say, ‘This is really 
crappy, I need to move on’. And so they’ll put up with it … People say, ‘They couldn’t 
have been too worried about it’. They were, but they didn’t know what to do. It’s the 
same with all these other circumstances. (Teacher # 18) 
 
Although this is a dramatic illustration of students as consenting victims, it is indicative of 
the way a reproductive habitus takes things for granted, rather than recognising that there 
are ways that the situation could be transformed. Students, ‘even the most disadvantaged, 
tend to perceive the world as natural and to find it much more acceptable than one might 
imagine, especially when one looks at the situation of the dominated through the social 
eyes of the dominant’ (Bourdieu, 1990a, pp. 130-131). 
 
Reading the future that fits them 
Feeling the burden of one’s circumstances is not the only expression of a reproductive 
habitus. For example, the Principal estimates that 2-3% of the school’s graduates intend to 
further their academic learning whereas the majority want a job, although ‘some just want 
to go on [unemployment benefits] and don’t want to work because they’re third generation 
unemployed’ (Principal). The latter group are students who, according to Bourdieu, are 
reading the future that fits them, confining possibilities to those they see to be suitable for 
the social group to which they belong. 
 
A reproductive habitus tends to be structuring, ‘defining limits upon what is conceivable as 
perception and practice’ (Codd, 1990, p. 139). One teacher, for example, related a 
conversation she had with ‘one of the brightest girls in the school’: 
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She’s really bright and could be [an ‘A’] student so easily, has the intelligence, is very 
mature, critical thinker, but hands in her work late or will do it the day before … So I 
said, ‘What are you going to do next year?’ because she could get into university and 
I said, ‘Are you going to go to uni[versity]?’ to which she just laughed and said, ‘Why 
would I put myself in a position where I could go and sit in a room where I would be 
the dumbest person there?’ And I was just floored … She is Indigenous but … she 
could just do so much and yet she’s not going to. (Teacher # 17) 
 
In Bourdieu’s (1977, p. 72) terms, this is an example of the reproductive habitus realising 
the ‘subjective expectation of objective probabilities’. This adjustment between ‘the 
individual’s hopes, aspirations, goals and expectations, on the one hand, and the objective 
situation in which they find themselves by virtue of their place in the social order, on the 
other’ (Jenkins, 2002, p. 28), means that those with a reproductive habitus know how to 
‘read’ the future that fits them, which is made for them and for which they are said to be 
made (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Their aspirations are defined by objective conditions 
that exclude the possibility of hoping for the unobtainable; expressing it both as an 
impossibility and a taboo (Bourdieu, 1974).  
 
For example, one teacher suggested that many of the students ‘don’t have goals, they 
don’t have dreams … to say, “I can be anything that I want to be”, there's not that hope in 
them’ (Teacher # 16). For this particular teacher, the limits that a reproductive habitus 
imposed on her students in terms of what was conceived as possible for their futures, 
provided a major source of frustration. It is through this resignation that ‘the dominated 
manifest, without even considering the possibility of doing otherwise, their practical 
acceptance (in the mode of illusio) of the possibilities and the impossibilities inscribed in 
the field’ (Bourdieu, 1990a, p. 112, emphasis original). Commenting on this ‘paring down 
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of aspirations to what could “realistically” be achieved rather than aspirations for 
something more, which were perceived as unattainable “dreams” for students from their 
sort of family or community’ (Kilpatrick & Abbott-Chapman, 2002, p. 51), this teacher said, 
‘it comes back to self-esteem, some of them don’t even think they’ve got ability’ (Teacher # 
16). Indeed, our dispositions tend to exclude certain aspirations as unthinkable, and incline 
us instead to love the inevitable (Bourdieu, 1977). 
 
Peer pressure also seems to play a part in students’ self-limitation. One parent’s 
observation was that students believe that ‘if you want to do well at school … you think 
you’re better than what you are’ (Parent # 22). She told me about her son who ‘wanted to 
be an architect and now he’s changed his [mind] … because he doesn’t think he’s smart 
enough’ (Parent # 22). In discussing this further, she revealed, ‘listening to others [saying], 
“You’re not smart enough”’ (Parent # 22) has changed his ambitions. This pressure to read 
the future that fits them is a good example of the constraints of external reality or the 
‘subjective expectation of objective probabilities’ (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 72) being realised by 
the reproductive habitus. Bourdieu would explain this student’s actions as succumbing to 
pressure to conform to the objective future defined for individuals ‘like him’. It can be seen 
then, that: 
 
The influence of peer groups … reinforces, among the least privileged children, the 
influence of the family milieu and the general social environment, which tend to 
discourage ambitions seen as excessive and always somewhat suspect in that they 
imply rejection of the individual’s social origins. Thus, everything conspires to bring 
back those who … ‘have no future’ to ‘reasonable’ hopes … and in fact, in many 
cases, to make them give up hope. (Bourdieu, 1974, p. 35) 
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The value that parents and the community place on education can also work to engender 
a reproductive habitus in some. As one teacher recounted: 
 
In some cases … nobody in the family sees value in education so [the students] don’t 
see value in education … [I asked one of the students], ‘What are you gonna do 
when you leave school?’ He said, ‘I’ll stay home, go on [unemployment benefits]’ … I 
found out that granddad and dad had both worked in the mine and had been put off 
… and they all lived in this one big house, grandma and granddad and mum and dad 
and about four or five kids … and they were all collecting various types of social 
security and nobody had bothered to do anything else. (Teacher # 18) 
 
In the school environment, then, ‘Some of them don’t see the reason why they should try. 
They go home to parents who don’t work … [And] because of the high unemployment rate, 
they're not seeing what education can do for them’ (Teacher # 16). This attests to the 
strength of parental influence in shaping a reproductive habitus in their children. Indeed, 
Kilpatrick and Abbott-Chapman (2002, p. 45) argue that it is family members and their 
networks that are the sources of ‘information and advice that help shape the aspirations 
and expectations of young people as they forge pathways from school to further education 
and/or work, and assist them in raising or lowering their sights on work/study goals’.  
 
Unsurprisingly, many of the students who could be characterised as having a reproductive 
habitus believed that ‘what they teach isn’t relevant for my life’. The ‘alternative program’ 
on offer within the school exemplifies the school’s response to such ‘at-risk’ students. 
Some of these students: 
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can't cope with … having to sit down and read a book in class … [So] we take those 
kids out and give them to the alternative program teacher who at the moment is 
planting plants and he tells them about chlorophyll and sunlight … [The alternative 
program teacher] refuses to do anything but hands-on stuff … so they basically work 
with him doing something around the school. (Teacher # 15) 
 
While such programs and their facilitators may have the best of intentions, the messages 
being communicated to these students – who see themselves as not capable of doing the 
same work as their peers – are of low expectation. These messages and the way that the 
staff involved in the alternative program are reading the futures that fit these students, 
could propagate a reproductive habitus in students. As Kalantzis, Cope, Noble and 
Poynting (1990) argue, these ‘alternative’ courses for the ‘less academically inclined’, 
underpinned by the ‘rhetoric of choice, individual and community relevance, and 
democratically diversified curriculum … [have] an underside which in some other senses 
[is] not so democratic. In effect, it often [amounts] to a new form of streaming, dressed up 
in democratic garb’ (p. 221). Indeed, ‘providing special programmes and personnel in 
behaviour units to maintain these young people in the margins of school life devoid of 
credentials which they can trade upon leaving school is an impoverished reading of the 
nature of educational dysfunction’ (Slee, 1995, p. 10).  
 
It is not only students’ low self-esteem, the lack of employment opportunities in the area or 
the perceived irrelevance of the curriculum that perpetuate a reproductive habitus in some. 
It could be theorised that teachers, too, can play a role in shaping a reproductive habitus in 
their students through communicating low expectations. As one parent told me:  
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Last year [my friend’s son was in] Year 10 and he failed English … It was an extreme 
shock. All through that year the boy thought he was doing okay … [and the parents] 
had no contact with the teacher, he’d never asked for parent interviews, he never let 
them know in any way whatsoever that [their son] was struggling. (Parent # 19) 
 
Such parents were of the view that the school operated in the interests of ‘good families’ 
and that it was unconcerned about the education of their children. The parents believed 
that teachers had very low expectations of their children and barely noticed when they 
were underachieving (Hatton, 1995). In short, by accepting poor academic results as 
natural or inevitable, teachers are acting in ways that do not serve students’ best interests.  
 
THE TRANSFORMATIVE HABITUS  
A transformative habitus is one that sees possibilities in what might otherwise appear 
constraining, which invites agency and is generative of alternatives not immediately 
apparent. What one may experience as incapacitating, another may see as generative of 
opportunities for self-enhancement or self-renewal (Jordan, James, Kay & Redley, 1992). 
The latter is true of the transformative habitus. In this research, for example, I heard of 
‘kids who are determined not to let coming from [this town] be any hindrance to what they 
plan to do’ (Teacher # 17). Rather than confining possibilities to those deemed appropriate 
for the social group to which they belong, the beliefs, values and conduct of those with a 
transformative habitus are creative and inventive. Students with a transformative habitus 
recognise possibilities and act in ways that transform their situations. I consider each of 
these transformative attributes in turn. 
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Recognising possibilities for action in the social world 
Rather than defining limits upon themselves and working within the perceived constraints 
of social conditions and conditionings, the ways of behaving and responding that seem 
natural to those with a transformative habitus recognise the capacity for improvisation. 
Their sens du jeu or ‘feel for the game’ allows their habitus to generate strategies that are 
adapted to an endless number of possible situations (Mahar, 1990). It would appear that a 
transformative habitus can be nurtured by teachers by holding high expectations of 
students, wanting these students to see opportunities to change their lives rather than read 
the future that seems to be made for them. The Principal, for example, recounted that it 
was her ambition for the students in the town to ‘go on and make a life for themselves’, 
which drew her to the job at the school initially:  
 
I never intended to be at [this school] because my impression of [this town] from 
being an ex-[city] person was that it was very low socio-economic … [But] because I 
came from a similar community, I was interested in giving something back to people 
like me so that they could have similar opportunities … In hindsight I probably 
[thought] I could save some of the kids … I could see … the needs that the kids 
seemed to have that weren’t being met and I thought, ‘I can help you.’ (Principal) 
 
Another teacher touched upon how she makes an effort to: 
 
contact [the parents] to introduce myself or to have a chat about … the great things 
that [their] children are doing … I try to make them feel that I’m [available for] them to 
come and see me because they want the best for their child and I definitely want the 
best for their child … I want to work with them, just to see their kids grow up and have 
a better life. (Teacher # 16) 
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This teacher mentioned one particular occasion where she became quite angry with one of 
her students: ‘I have higher expectations of Year 11s … If they’re in Year 11, they should 
have intrinsic motivation to be here’ (Teacher # 16). Her way of dealing with this frustration 
was to ‘say, “I’m doing this because I think you're worth it” … It’s saying to them … I want 
them to grow up and be something’ (Teacher # 16). In Bourdieu’s terms, the teacher’s 
frustration is with the reproductive habitus she observes in some of her students and her 
battle to engender more transformative dispositions. While she may recognise possibilities, 
some of her students may not. This kind of transformative habitus is well explained by de 
Certeau’s (1984) analysis of the ‘uses’ that some find for imposed conditions; uses that are 
sensitive to possibilities.  
 
Many staff also realised that if they are ‘trying to keep kids at school after the age of 15 
they need to cater for kids that probably don’t want to be [there]’ (Parent # 20). That is, it is 
not about ‘just keeping [the students] here, but making it meaningful for them’ (Parent # 
20). To this end, the school established: ‘Traineeships for the seniors … where they’re 
doing one or two days work experience a week towards the end of senior. So that’s got to 
be a [good thing] for those kids that don’t intend to go on to uni[versity]’ (Parent # 20). 
Another parent agreed that the scheme is, ‘just brilliant, it really helps the kids to step into 
that job full-time after they leave school or to get that experience to go somewhere else’ 
(Parent # 23). One of the teachers commented that the scheme makes a big difference to 
some of the ‘problem students’. 
 
They might be problem students at school because they’re doing subjects that they 
find boring and rigid. But they come back now a couple of days [a week] and … they 
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seem to have grown up and broadened their world view a bit more so the 
opportunities that they can see are a bit more tangible for them now. (Teacher # 20) 
 
Such schemes, while recognising the diversity of students and their futures, provide further 
examples of the way that some staff members are endeavouring to nurture a 
transformative habitus in students, encouraging them to make ‘use’ of their circumstances, 
to see the possibilities. 
 
Acting in ways to transform situations 
While our dispositions ‘enable us to recognise the possibilities for action and at the same 
time prevent us from recognising other possibilities’ (Codd, 1990, p. 139), those with a 
transformative habitus recognise opportunities for improvisation or ‘tactics’ (de Certeau, 
1984) and act in ways to transform situations. As Connell (1993, p. 29) argues, ‘even 
dominant groups do not seek simple “reproduction” through education. They know the 
world is changing, and they want the schools to help their children get ahead of the game’.  
 
According to one teacher, the lack of employment opportunities in the town has created 
two distinct attitudes among the students. The first is: 
 
I’m going to go on [unemployment benefits] anyway. There’s no jobs here, what am I 
going to do? The other theme would be, I’ve got to get out of here … Their whole aim 
is to get out of [this town] … So some work really hard to go [on] to [tertiary 
education] … because they don’t want to be like the person down the road with four 
kids and not able to pay bills. (Teacher # 22) 
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A third response is to create a future within the town despite its apparent limitations. This 
attitude of some students wanting to do well at school and within the town is indicative of a 
transformative habitus, where ‘social life [is] no longer lived as fate’ (Giddens, 1994, p. 
185). de Certeau’s (1984) distinction between producers (those who dominate spaces) 
and consumers (those who occupy them) is useful here in explaining the disposition I have 
in mind. In brief, the transformative habitus ‘acts on’ rather than simply being ‘acted on’. 
One student I spoke with illustrated this well: 
 
I’m in senior classes now and I really want to be a mechanic … Whereas the last 
couple of years I didn’t care if I ended up in the street … I’m more committed to 
schooling [now] … But beforehand I didn’t have any idea of what I wanted to be so I 
didn’t really care where I ended up. (Student # 25) 
 
Another student, who once viewed suspension as a holiday, told me, ‘Just thinking about 
how I am going to be when I’m older with no job on [unemployment benefits]. That’s what I 
don’t want to do’ (Student # 23). By acting in ways that will transform their situations, we 
could analyse the actions of these students as an attempt to make things happen, rather 
than have things happen to them. This is what Giddens (1994) refers to as a generative 
politics. 
 
Teachers in the school had their own views on what required transformation and how it 
could be achieved. As noted above, several believed in the importance of catering for 
students with different futures, and supporting them in their various endeavours. For one 
teacher, this meant that: ‘Not all kids are meant … to be spending four years of their life in 
uni[versity] because they'd be wasting their time … They can get apprenticeships and try 
different avenues where their abilities are’ (Teacher # 16). This view of ‘transformation’ 
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looks very similar to the reproduction noted above. While there is merit in the notion that all 
students should experience success in their schooling, such comments do not necessarily 
take account of the broader social and political influences that prepare students for some 
futures and not others. Several of these issues are evident in the comments of the 
following teacher: 
 
Some of our assessment regime are fairly antiquated and I’d like to work … with staff 
so that kids can experience success but at the same time make sure that we still 
have a lot of academic rigour in what we do, ’cause they still have to go and compete 
in the … real world for jobs. (Teacher # 22) 
 
In a similar vein, one parent said, ‘I would love the kids to participate in more things … I 
don’t want this school and this town to be their whole world’ (Parent # 20). She went on to 
say: 
 
I think any experiences [children] have gives them a broader view of things … Just 
trying to get them to meet different people and go to different things makes them 
more thoughtful … Some people who have been here forever, they really don’t have 
that broad view and they’re very narrow minded and we’re trying to bring our kids up 
so that they’re not [like that]. (Parent # 20) 
 
One teacher referred to a family who had ‘been in [the town] for a hundred years or so’ 
(Teacher # 18). He believed that: 
 
Even thinking about leaving would be [traumatic] … I think the thought of pulling up 
stumps and going somewhere else turns them into shivering wrecks … And what we 
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do with those kids is … we make sure they go on excursions and expose them to the 
outside world so they get to see what other people do. (Teacher # 18) 
 
These are better examples of schools working towards countering a reproductive habitus 
with a transformative one, by exposing students to possibilities and opportunities; 
‘countering’ in the sense of counter-hegemony. The need for such ‘countering’ is illustrated 
in the experience of one teacher:  
 
The [new] cinemas in [the city] have been open since … 1999 and I took kids [on an 
excursion] halfway through [2000] … Some of them hadn't even been there … We 
got off the bus … and these boys said, ‘We haven't been here, it’s huge’ … I was 
dumbfounded … A lot of them have never been to [the capital of the state] ... Some of 
them haven't even been to [the beach]. (Teacher # 17) 
 
This teacher wished that ‘it was easier for us to get kids into [the city] ‘cause they miss out 
on a lot of things … I would like to see more opportunities for them. I think that would make 
a difference’ (Teacher # 17). For some of these students, who know nothing but the town 
in which they live, perhaps such ‘awakening of consciousness’ (Bourdieu, 1990a, p. 116) 
will be the only way that they might come to recognise other opportunities, instead of 
confining their futures to those deemed possible for the social group to which they belong.  
 
CONCLUSION 
In this article I have suggested that the way students see themselves and the way they are 
seen by their peers, teachers and fellow community members, fall largely into two 
categories: those with a reproductive habitus (who recognise the constraint of social 
conditions and conditionings and tend to read the future that fits them) and those with a 
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transformative habitus (who recognise the capacity for improvisation and tend to generate 
opportunities for action in the social field). While further research into the relationship 
between field and habitus is clearly needed to better theorise the transformative habitus, 
this article has highlighted the possibilities for the reproduction and the restructuring of 
students’ habitus.  
 
While in this article the reproductive and transformative habitus have been considered 
separately for analytical purposes, I understand them as dialectically related; they are 
potentials within each agent, ‘the products of opportunities and constraints framing the 
individual’s earlier life experiences’ (Reay, 1995, p. 355). Within the Bourdieuian literature, 
habitus is both ‘generative (of perceptions and practice) and structuring (that is, defining 
limits upon what is conceivable as perception and practice)’ (Codd, 1990, p. 139). 
Bourdieu’s attempt to ‘undermine the dualisms of objectivism and subjectivism, structure 
and agent, determinism and phenomenology’ is a central element of his work (Kenway & 
McLeod, 2004, p. 528). This creative yet limited capacity for improvisation reveals both the 
dynamic structure of social reality and the constraint of social conditions where many of us 
believe there to be choice and free will (Bourdieu, 1990a).  
 
However, as Kenway and McLeod (2004, p. 528) point out, ‘there remains much 
contestation over the extent to which this is ultimately an account of social determination 
and reproduction, where the habitus is reducible to the effects of the field, or whether there 
is space for the improvisation or agents’. Jenkins (2002, p. 21), among others, argues that 
despite Bourdieu’s best efforts to ‘transcend the dualistic divide between “objectivism” and 
“subjectivism” … [he] remains caught in an unresolved contradiction between determinism 
and voluntarism, with the balance of his argument favouring the former’. Although 
concerned to give to practice an active, inventive intention by insisting on the generative 
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capacities of dispositions (Bourdieu, 1990a), some suggest that Bourdieu does not give 
nearly enough credit to agency and the revolutionary potential of agents. In their view, his 
world is far more reproductive than transformative; his social universe ‘ultimately remains 
one in which things happen to people, rather than a world in which they can intervene in 
their individual and collective destinies’ (Jenkins, 2002, p. 91).  
 
I agree with Harker (1984, p. 117), who argues that ‘Bourdieu’s critics who claim that his 
theory is structurally “frozen”, with no room for human agency misperceive the basis of the 
theory’. Moreover, Bourdieu’s project has been consistently misinterpreted as theoretical 
advances made in his more recent work have not been considered (May, 1994; Harker, 
1984). While Bourdieu’s arguments are well known,  
 
because Bourdieu writes predominantly in French, and is also constantly revising his 
work, there is often a time lag between the current development of his ideas and their 
publication in English. Consequently, what has tended to happen in the past is that 
Bourdieu has been criticised for holding ideas which he has, in fact, long since 
discarded. It has only been recently that the English-speaking academic world has 
begun to appreciate the development of Bourdieu’s later thought, and his extensive 
ethnographic research, with commentaries which more effectively summarise his 
overall work. (May, 1994, p. 26)  
 
To label Bourdieu as a ‘structuralist’, then:  
 
(a description Bourdieu specifically rejects) … is not only quite inaccurate, but also 
misses the point of what [he] is trying to accomplish – i.e. to account for agency in a 
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constrained world, and to show how agency and structure are implicit in each other, 
rather than being the two poles of a continuum. (Harker & May, 1993, p. 177) 
 
Like Harker and May (1993, p. 174), I believe that habitus ‘sets the boundaries within 
which agents are “free” to adopt strategic practices. These practices, based on the 
intuitions of the practical sense, orient rather than strictly determine action’. That is, 
habitus shapes, but does not determine our life choices. It is true, nonetheless, that 
‘Bourdieu’s agency is not unconstrained. He can be seen as pessimistic only to the extent 
that there would appear to be no possibility of truly novel human agency’ (Harker, 1984, p. 
122). While choice is at the heart of habitus, at the same time the choices inscribed in the 
habitus are very clearly limited (Reay, 1995).  
 
In this sense, habitus lends itself to reproduction rather than transformation, although the 
latter possibility is not excluded. The greater likelihood of reproduction helps to explain the 
dominance of the reproductive habitus in my data set. This reproductive emphasis in my 
data also helps to explain why Bourdieu has often been (mis)represented as a determinist.  
 
However, it is important to ask whether it is appropriate for some teachers to attempt a 
transformation of students, projecting onto them identities without regard for the 
communities they embody. Some would argue that it is through these ‘symbolic and 
cultural mechanisms that working-class existence, in large part, becomes pathologized’ 
(Lawler, 1999, p. 4). Indeed:  
 
The ‘working classes’ have been the source of much disappointment and disgust for 
the middle-class observers who have studied them, and, in large part, this is marked 
out through the lack of legitimacy granted to working-class cultural capital. Ian 
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Roberts (1999) notes how sociological accounts of working-class life have historically 
positioned working-class people as untrustworthy, disgusting, apolitical (or right wing) 
and chaotic. They do not know the right things, they do not value the right things, they 
do not want the right things. (Lawler, 1999, p. 11, emphasis original) 
 
Instead, teachers should value and give voice to who students are, as they identify 
themselves. While they should endeavour to develop in students a sense of transformatory 
possibility, they should be more concerned to transform schooling; to provide educational 
opportunities that transform the life experiences of and open up opportunities for all young 
people, especially those disadvantaged by poverty and marginalised by difference 
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